Kory Kroft
Assistant Professor of Economics and Public Policy, University of Toronto
co-sponsored with Labor Economics and Public Economics

Carolyne J. Heinrich
Professor of Public Policy and Education, Vanderbilt University
co-sponsored with Cornell Population Center

Thomas DeLeire
Professor of Public Policy, Georgetown University
co-sponsored with Cornell Population Center and Institute on Health Economics

Leonardo Bursztyn
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Chicago
co-sponsored with Labor Economics and Public Economics

M, Aug 29, 11:40 Ives 115
F, Sep 16, Noon MVR 142
W, Sep 21, 1:15, MVR G87
M, Sep 26, 11:40 Ives 115

W, Oct 5, 1:15, MVR G87
W, Oct 12, 1:15, MVR G87
T, Oct 18, noon MVR G87
W, Oct 19 1:15, MVR G87

Daniel Ludwinski
Ph.D Candidate, Economics, Cornell University

Joseph Doyle
Erwin H. Schell Professor of Applied Economics, MIT School of Management
co-sponsored with Cornell Population Center and Institute on Health Economics

Deborah Cobb-Clark
Professor, Economics, University of Sydney & Director, IZA, Bonn
co-sponsored with Institute on Health Economics

Benjamin Keys
Assistant Professor of Real Estate, University of Pennsylvania
co-sponsored with Public Economics

M, Oct 24 11:40, Ives 115
T, Oct 25, 11:40, Uris 498
W, Oct 26, 11:40, Uris 498
W, Nov 1, 15, MVR G87

Leigh Wedenoja
Ph.D Candidate, Economics, Cornell University
co-sponsored with Labor Economics

Matias Cattaneo
Associate Professor of Economics, University of Michigan
co-sponsored with Econometrics

Nicholas Tilipman
Ph.D Candidate, Economics, Cornell University
co-sponsored with Industrial Organization

Allison Dwyer
Ph.D Candidate, Sociology, Cornell University

T, Nov 8, noon, MVR G87
W, Nov 9, 1:15, MVR G87
M, Nov 14, 11:40, Ives 115
T, Nov 15, noon, MVR G87

Monica Deza
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Texas, Dallas
co-sponsored with Institute on Health Economics

Robert Town
Professor, Economics, University of Texas, Austin
co-sponsored with Institute on Health Economics

Petra Persson
Assistant Professor of Economics, Stanford University
co-sponsored with Labor Economics and Public Economics

Benjamin Hansen
Associate Professor, Economics, University of Oregon
co-sponsored with Institute on Health Economics

M, Nov 28, 11:40 Ives 115
W, Nov 30, 1:15, MVR G87

Jason Cook
Ph.D Candidate, Economics, Cornell University
co-sponsored with Labor Economics

Seema Jayachandran
Associate Professor, Economics Northwestern University
co-sponsored with Development and Public Economics
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